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The Nagari 2021 Award Ceremony was held on 20 
December, 2021. All nine films produced this year by the 
Charles Correa Foundation were screened and discussed 
with the Jury & Mentors. Awards worth around ₹3 lakhs 
were also given out.

‘ताल बेताल’ (Taal Betal) a documentary film about  
Jabalpur’s lakes, and the community that lives and works 
around them won the  best short film award.

Two films were jointly awarded as runner up.  
‘दारुडी’ (Darudi), a film about the Chhara tribe and their 
traditional occupation of liquor production, within a 
prohibition state of Gujarat, and ‘The Golden Fish’, a film 
about Goa’s burgeoning casino industry, the people who 
work in them, and their impact on the life and work in 
capital city of Panaji. 

The film ‘An Ordinary Day’ was recognised for a Jury 
Commendation for presenting a deeply personal and 
moving take on the livelihood crisis brought about by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The film ‘Partnership Below Par’ won 
the People’s Choice Award. Moin Khan from the film  
‘यह वक़्त हमारा है’ (The Present is Ours) was awarded the 
CCF Award for Emerging Talent.

The complete video link for the event is mentioned below:
Nagari 2021 Award Ceremony 

NAGARI 2021 AWARD CEREMONY

NAGARI 2021 — ‘PEOPLE & LIVELIHOODS in urban india’

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/12/01/nagari-short-film-competition-jury-2021/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/09/12/nagari-2021-mentors/
https://youtu.be/gTRsXSHfQ_U
https://youtu.be/Mydkv0GKdZQ
https://youtu.be/YXsDW2YgWDc
https://youtu.be/1UyzP-cKKsk
https://youtu.be/HtyhNJkMhKU
https://youtu.be/TQNNdp81s6o
https://youtu.be/tsj1Tq36UKo
https://youtu.be/tsj1Tq36UKo
https://youtu.be/tsj1Tq36UKo
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In the last quarter of 2021, the Charles Correa Foundation 
organised the second edition of the Nagari Short Film 
Competition — an annual competition designed to guide 
and develop films that focus on urban issues, specific to 
Indian cities.

The competition had an overwhelming response with 
over 67 entries across 22 cities in India. Entries attempted 
to understand the intricacies and address the subject 
of people and livelihoods in Indian cities. This year CCF 
thought it was particularly important to address the 
inaccessibility to livelihoods caused due to the COVID-19 
pandemic in most parts of India. 

In the previous edition, Nagari looked at housing adequacy 
and tried to illustrate what the right to shelter means, 
within the collection of fundamental human rights. CCF 
extended the idea out this year by exploring the statement 
made in Article 25 of the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) when it says that, the 
right to housing needs to be supplemented by a right to 
livelihood.

Nagari is unique as it has been conceptualised as a 
guided exercise, with a panel of Mentors on board to help 
participants on their journey to creating a film.

Visit the following link to read more about the subject, films, 
competition, mentors and jury,

Nagari 2021 — ‘People & Livelihoods in Urban India’

NAGARI 2021 SHORT FILM COMPETITIOnPhoto by Rajesh Vora

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/09/01/nagari-2021-2/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/12/09/nagari-2021/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/12/16/nagari-2020-2/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/09/14/nagari-2020/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/09/01/nagari-2021-2/
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Best Film Award Winner 

Film by Sanchay Bose, Pramathyu Shukla,  
Shubham Sengupta & Rudraksh Pathak 
 
Mentored by Arjun Gourisaria 
 
Abstract: 
 
The film looks into the past and the nearly-extinct future 
of an age-old profession which is being swallowed up by 
the rapid expansion of a city that is preparing to meet 
the challenges of a growing country in a new millennium. 
Water bodies in urban areas have only been looked at as 
infrastructural devices. Chotelal and Nitesh represent the 
two sides of the growth story coin. Slums, sewer pipes and 
a rich history of water conservation form the backdrop of 
our tale. Their voices fight to let their community be heard 
over the chaos of development and the ubiquitous and 
omnipresent growth story.

Jury Citation: 
 
“ताल बेताल  (Taal Betal) is laudable as it uses the strength 
of film’s visual storytelling to reveal the devastating 
impact of urban development on water bodies and the 
lives that depend on them. Through an investigation of 
Jabalpur’s lakes, we experience the impact of pollution 
on the livelihood of the Singharia community, originally 
water chestnut farmers, who have now turned to fishing. 
It is a very well-structured and legible film, a documentary 
that recalls the fact that Jabalpur’s lakes were made for its 
citizens, a progressive urban planning move. The film calls 
out to viewers to take more care of our waterways and the 
layers of life that depend on them – including our own”.

Watch the film here

ताल बेताल   TAAL BETAL

WINNER

https://youtu.be/gTRsXSHfQ_U
https://youtu.be/gTRsXSHfQ_U
https://youtu.be/gTRsXSHfQ_U
https://youtu.be/gTRsXSHfQ_U
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Runner-up Film Award Winner 
 
Film by Atish Indrekar & Ruchika Chhara 
 
Mentored by Sanjiv Shah 
 
Abstract: 
 
‘दारुडी’ (Darudi) is a word in Bhantu language, meaning 
‘liquor’. This film is about the Chhara community who are 
stigmatised as “criminals” due to its tainted colonial history. 
Because of this existing historical stigma in the society, 
women of the Chhara tribe have to brew liquor as a part 
of their livelihood and which is an act of prohibition/crime 
in the dry state of Gujarat. However, there is a negligible 
section from the Chhara society which is involved with 
small businesses and are trying to emerge out of their 
stigmatised life.

Jury Citation: 
 
“दारुडी (Darudi) is commendable as it does the hard work 
of giving voice to a community stigmatised as a criminal 
tribe by the colonial administration, a burden they carry 
until today, and of opposing views around the hidden 
world of distilling alcohol in Chharanagar, Ahmedabad 
It is an uncomfortable story, in the best tradition of 
documentary filmmaking, that forces viewers to confront 
historic injustice, an inheritance from colonial times that 
still continues to circumscribe and constrain. It is intricately 
crafted with interviews to convey a sense of anguish and 
disempowerment. It provides an experience of how people 
born into this state of injustice must grapple with the 
quandary of doing ‘right or wrong’ while pursuing the right 
to a livelihood that takes care of one’s family and children”.

Watch the film here

दारुडी   DARUDI

RUNNER-UP

https://youtu.be/Mydkv0GKdZQ
https://youtu.be/Mydkv0GKdZQ
https://youtu.be/Mydkv0GKdZQ
https://youtu.be/Mydkv0GKdZQ
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Runner-up Film Award Winner 
 
Film by Avadhoot Potdar, Akanksha Gupta & Akshata Dalvi 
 
Mentored by Arjun Gourisaria

Abstract: 
 
The film looks at Goa’s emerging casino industry and the 
subsequent livelihood situation in Goa. It draws attention to 
the lack of planning in considering local communities while 
introducing new industries within a city and introspects 
upon the close relationship between livelihood and 
migration and the many consequences of it.  

Jury Citation: 
 
“The Golden Fish is commendable as a testament to 
livelihood as ‘disruption’ in an urbanscape. It illustrates, 
quite beautifully, how Goa has been negatively impacted 
by the floating casinos and their influence. The insights into 
the life of the young North-Eastern women who work in 
the casinos are sensitive and evoke questions of “localness” 
in a cosmopolitan state like Goa. The use of opulent 
visuals of the casinos and their branding, as contrasted 
with disembodied voices for locals, is representative of 
the industry which has now taken up space that once 
belonged to the city. The women who work on the casino 
boats are objectified, and a kleptocratic system perpetuates 
exploitation and alienation. The boats are operated by 
people that are from a different part of the nation, servicing 
alien crowds that come in from other states and countries, a 
disconnect between the two worlds. The film also illustrates 
issues that can be reversed, through advocacy and policy, 
exemplifying film’s ability to raise public awareness”. 
 
Watch the film here

GOLDEN FISH
RUNNER-UP

https://youtu.be/YXsDW2YgWDc
https://youtu.be/YXsDW2YgWDc
https://youtu.be/YXsDW2YgWDc
https://youtu.be/YXsDW2YgWDc
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Jury Commendation Recipient 
 
Film by Aakash Chhabra, Snigdha Sharma, Vedant,  
Om Prakash & Koushik Tamilmaran 
 
Mentored by Rajula Shah 
 
Abstract: 
 
In the ‘Cast-off Capital’ of Panipat in Haryana,  a year after 
the coronavirus brought life to a standstill, the cloth 
recycling workers struggle to find their footing again 
against the backdrop of an industrial wasteland.

Jury Citation: 
 
“An Ordinary Day is acknowledged for presenting a deeply 
personal and moving take on the livelihood crisis brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic. The melancholic tone 
and the stark aesthetic of the yarn recycling facility were 
incredibly effective. While there was a single voice and 
a single story, the film spoke for so many more people, 
across cities in India who faced this crashing devastation in 
livelihood, migration and economic chaos”.

Watch the film here

AN ORDINARY DAY
JURY  

COMMENDATION

https://youtu.be/1UyzP-cKKsk
https://youtu.be/1UyzP-cKKsk
https://youtu.be/1UyzP-cKKsk
https://youtu.be/1UyzP-cKKsk
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People’s Choice Award Winner 
 
Film by Aman Jajoria & Simran Raswant 
 
Mentored by Bina Paul 

Abstract: 
 
Partnership Below Par is a documentary that explores the 
story of four delivery “partners” as they navigate through 
the millennium city of Gurugram (previously known as 
Gurgaon), questioning how the city facilitates their ability 
to earn a living along with their stakes in this “partnership” 
within the gig economy.

Watch the film here

partnership below par
PEOPLE’S  

CHOICE

https://youtu.be/HtyhNJkMhKU
https://youtu.be/HtyhNJkMhKU
https://youtu.be/HtyhNJkMhKU
https://youtu.be/HtyhNJkMhKU
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CCF Emerging Talent Award Winner 
 
Film by Bhawna Jaimini & Moin Khan

Mentored by Sanjiv Shah

Abstract:

Shot through the lens of Moin Khan – a young rapper 
and budding filmmaker, the film explores the challenges, 
struggles and triumphs of him and his neighbours in 
Govandi, Mumbai. It looks at how the Muslim youth are 
negotiating within their homes, where cultural norms 
and financial limitations dictate their aspirations, as well 
as outside in the city – where spatial boundaries dictate 
not just their present but their socio-economic future. It 
attempts to bring out how opportunity and aspiration 
intersects with cultural and spatial identity of people of 
Govandi, dictating their present and future.

Citation:

The “CCF Award for Emerging Talent” recognises an 
individual, in their maiden film, who has shown exceptional 
growth and development, thus personifying the 
transformative process of Nagari.

In 2021, the award is conferred to Moin Khan, who was part 
of the film ‘यह वक़्त हमारा ह’ै (The Present is Ours). Moin has 
responded positively to the mentorship and process over 
the last 5 months, and we hope that this acknowledgement 
will motivate him to continue along this path.

Watch the film here

यह         हमारा ह ै  THE present IS OURS
EMERGING 

TALENT

https://youtu.be/TQNNdp81s6o
https://youtu.be/TQNNdp81s6o
https://youtu.be/TQNNdp81s6o
https://youtu.be/TQNNdp81s6o
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Film by Ajinkya Mishra, Alex Mohan, Amol Lalzare,  
Irfan Sheikh & Mihir Patilhande 
 
Mentored by Avijit Mukul Kishore 
 
Abstract: 
 
The film खोई खदान (Lost Quarries of Navi Mumbai) tries to 
explore uncertainties faced by the quarrying community 
due to the loss of livelihood. The occupation of quarrying 
involves a large number of migrant communities working 
and living in precarious conditions. The scale of the 
quarrying industry reflects through the interdependencies 
of multiple livelihoods. This film looks at the challenges 
faced by the community to attain a form of livelihood in 
the landscape of the urban centre, Navi Mumbai. After the 
closure of quarries, uncertainty looms in the community 
to acquire foundational amenities such as jobs, housing, 
education, health and sanitation. 

The film tries to understand the communities settled in 
these newly planned cities and how the older forms of 
socio-economic structures of segregation have found new 
manifestations here.

Watch the film here

खोई खदान   LOST QUARRIES OF NAVI MUMBAI

https://youtu.be/o8-91kYj5jM
https://youtu.be/o8-91kYj5jM
https://youtu.be/o8-91kYj5jM
https://youtu.be/o8-91kYj5jM


खोई खदान   LOST QUARRIES OF NAVI MUMBAI
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Film by Purna, Himadri Das, Arvind Dev,  
Montry Thaalavattam, Karthik Murali & Ravikumar A.S 
 
Mentored by Bina Paul 

Abstract: 
 
Annaji, Sridhar and Jaya are 3 tailors who operate in very 
different spaces of the city. Yet they share the same set of 
skills. They found ingenious ways to survive. This film traces 
those stories of self-respect and pride. The tailors are a tribe 
which contributes to the maintenance of the city and its 
people. They are omnipresent.

Watch the film here

TAILOR MADE CITY

https://youtu.be/yNWGztMJ2o4
https://youtu.be/yNWGztMJ2o4
https://youtu.be/yNWGztMJ2o4
https://youtu.be/yNWGztMJ2o4
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Film by Paribartana Mohanty & Kush Badhwar 
 
Mentored by Rajula Shah 

Abstract: 
 
Podampeta and many other Nolia fishing villages in the 
Ganjam district of Odisha are abandoned due to land 
erosion resulting from rising sea levels. The Nolia have been 
rehabilitated elsewhere, through the provision of one room 
kitchen. The rehabilitation colonies are far from the ocean 
and, ultimately, these displaced fishermen lose their work, 
skills and culture. This leads to further migration to cities 
where they seek work as daily wage labourers. The film is 
set between both the ghost villages and the abandoned 
rehabilitation colonies that stand witness to this crisis of 
livelihood and existence.

Watch the film here

PODAMPETA IS DROWNING ANYWAY

https://youtu.be/8ldTBWH22Ug
https://youtu.be/8ldTBWH22Ug
https://youtu.be/8ldTBWH22Ug
https://youtu.be/8ldTBWH22Ug


PODAMPETA IS DROWNING ANYWAY

The Charles Correa Gold Medal is an award initiated in 
1998 by Indian architect and urbanist Charles Correa. 
Through the format of the Gold Medal, the Charles Correa 
Foundation intends to not only challenge students and 
schools of architecture to focus on pressing issues, but also 
to emphasise the role that architects can play in society as 
“agents of change”.

The 2021 Gold Medal was awarded to Ms Prachi Kadam of 
L.S. Raheja College of Architecture on 03 September 2021. 
An award Ceremony was held along with the international 
release of Rahul Mehrotra’s book ‘The Kinetic City and Other 
Essays’. Watch the complete video of the event here. 

This year, the Charles Correa Gold Medal will focus on thesis 
projects that address climate concerns through architecture 
design. Charles Correa coined the phrase ‘Form Follows 
Climate’ and often said “to build in India is to respond to 
climate”.

Every applicant college may send only one entry, and 
the entry must be the thesis project of a student in the 
graduating class — viz. in the academic year 2021-22.

The deadline for registration is 12 noon on Wednesday, 15 
June, 2022. Submission of registration form, submission 
drawings and video clip, will not be permitted later than 
that deadline — 12 noon on Friday, 15 July 2022.

Visit the following link to read more about the competition,
Open Call — Charles Correa Gold Medal 2022

OPEN CALL | CHARLES CORREA  
GOLD MEDAL 2022
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Charles correa gold medal 2022 — ‘form follows climate’

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/charles-correa-gold-medal/
https://youtu.be/Kahu0vSEWvI
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/12/27/charles-correa-gold-medal-2022-edition/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2021/12/27/charles-correa-gold-medal-2022-edition/
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The ‘Storehouse’ is a digital repository of undergraduate 
architectural thesis projects that were received as a part of 
the Charles Correa Gold Medal. The storehouse intends to 
be a compilation of curated academic projects from across 
India, that will be updated annually after the Gold Medal 
Awards hosted by the Charles Correa Foundation.

It is presented as a referential space to redirect the current 
students and practices towards comprehending new 
methods of understanding physical environments and its 
representation on paper and pixel.

Since its conception, the storehouse has been attempting 
to catalyse a critical conversation around the definition 
and potential of architecture beyond its built form to 
understand the space it enfolds both physically and 
geographically, the role it plays across communities and 
cultures and its social, economic and political implications.

The compilation offers an interactive map which contains 
the site locations of the projects that can be used for 
geographical navigation of the interventions, whereas 
they are also identified typologically which assists 
in understanding the structure of current academic 
occupation.

Visit the Storehouse using the link below,
Charles Correa Gold Medal Storehouse

CHARLES CORREA GOLD MEDAL STOREHOUSE

more on the storehouse

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/storehouse-charles-correa-gold-medal/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/storehouse-charles-correa-gold-medal/
https://charlescorreafoundation.org/portfolio/storehouse-charles-correa-gold-medal/
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Author & Curator: Nondita Correa Mehrotra,  
Charles Correa Foundation (CCF) 
Co-Curator: Kaiwan Mehta 
First Edition: Published by UDRI (2016)
Language: English
Paperback: 160 pages
 
Price: ₹850

Only 20 units on sale. 

A collection of his un-built work: competition entries, 
commissions and public projects. Rich repositories of his 
ideas that occupy a significant portion of his oeuvre.  
Within a broader timeline of Charles Correa’s work and 
career, we position the un-built projects that are crucial 
milestones in the development and articulation of his 
concerns and issues right from housing to planning, and 
culture to politics.

Place an order with us via Whatsapp on +91 93094 11233
Or write to us on connect@charlescorreafoundation.org

BUILDING AS IDEAS:  
the unbuilt works of charles correa

Cosmopolis Apartments, Mumbai, 1960

MHADA Housing, Mumbai, 1999

http://+91 93094 11233
mailto:connect@charlescorreafoundation.org
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These sketchbooks are designed to be your handy 
companion, best suited for making notes, drawing and 
sketching. 
Size & Type: B6 (125 x 176 mm) - Wire Bound 
Pages: 80 pages 
Paper: Cartridge - 230 GSM - Plain 
 
Price for Pack of 5 (all covers) sketchbooks: ₹1500
Price for one sketchbook: ₹300

Place an order with us via Whatsapp on +91 93094 11233
Or write to us on connect@charlescorreafoundation.org

NEW YEAR! NEW SKETCHBOOK!

Cover:  
Charles Correa’s Signature

Cover:  
Kanchanjunga Apartments, Mumbai, 1970-83 by Charles Correa

Cover:  
Vidhan Bhavan, Bhopal, 1980-87 by Charles Correa

Cover:  
Kala Academy, Panaji, 1973-83 by Charles Correa

Cover:  
Ramkrishna House, Ahmedabad, 1962-64 by Charles Correa

http://+91 93094 11233
mailto:connect@charlescorreafoundation.org
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The most efficient way to access working drawings, 
archival images, sketches and academic articles on Charles 
Correa’s international projects on your PC is by availing 
a subscription to the Correa Archives. The Archives are 
available on subscription to architecture colleges, offices, 
institutions and individuals around the world. For an 
application form, please click here. 

For further queries, kindly contact:
Charles Correa Foundation
169, St Sebastian Chapel Street 
Fontainhas, Panaji, Goa 403001
India

e: connect@charlescorreafoundation.org
t: +91 93094 11233

Drawings and photographs of 
projects of Charles Correa as 
available on Correa Archives

SUBSCRIBE FOR  ACCESS TO THE ARCHIVES

CHARLES CORREA ARCHIVES

L.I.C. Centre, Mauritius, 1988-92

Mozumdar House, Delhi, 1972-74Archaeology Museum, Bhopal, 1985

https://ccfgoa.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/application-form-3.pdf
mailto:connect@charlescorreafoundation.org
http://+91 93094 11233 


At CCF we believe in creating meaningful discourse within the community of architects and designers to influence positive change.
CCF’s mandate is to identify ideas with potential, and process them into tangible, structured projects that can be pitched to the stakeholders and authorities. 
Our work follows an organic process that originates with identifying an issue or concern that has the potential to use a design intervention. 

Sharing walls with heritage houses in the precinct of Fontainhas, the Foundation studio occupies a small footprint in this historic area. Our office is part of the 
neighbourhood fabric and the Fontainhas community. Located at street level, CCF always has its doors open to anyone interested in engaging in our work.

The CCF Newsletter will be distributed quarterly, issued to all our subscribers. To subscribe for future issues, please click here.

All work undertaken by CCF is on a not-for-profit basis. The Charles Correa 
Foundation is constituted as a duly registered not-for-profit public charitable 
trust and has been exempted u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act.


